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About This Game

BATALJ is a fierce online turn-based action strategy game where you face other players in one vs one battles with your own
custom-built squad. Skill and smart plays decides 5d3b920ae0
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Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 8 / 8.1 / 10 (64bits-only)

Processor: Dualcore C
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Loving this game, I have loads of time playing the beta and I still I know so little about the complex strategies, the skill ceiling is
quite high - as every unit is unique - however you only need to do the tutorial to learn the few fundamental rules to really get
going and enjoy the game.. Tutorial lvl 3/3 game crashes -no KI only PvP -noone plays the game, so no games played. -you don't
know your own units. BC you can't play. I invested 1 - way too much.. If you like turn based strategy I don't think you can go
wrong picking this up. I'm having fun so far but the vast unit selection is going to take me some time to crunch through; so I
can't fairly give any opinions yet other than that I've had fun with it and probably will continue to do so for many hours.. Right
now the game has a couple issues, (pretty much just performance rn and that's meant to be fixed real soon) but hot damn I love
this game. It's definitely a nerd game (ya know numbers and shnit), but if want a really competitive, challenging, stylish game
with a lot of variety and really active and chill discord I couldn't recommend it more.. This game is a great new take on the
XCOM style of gameplay. It has a decent variety of units and a few interesting maps. The developers are extremely friendly and
active in their discord channel, and with continued support I can see this game staying enjoyable for a long time as it has a great
amount of depth. And for 20 dollars, its a great price.. Overall, I wouldn't buy this game for the current price at the current time
point. Pick it up later if the game is more developed, and if it's on sale. In principle, it's a fun idea: Atlas Reactor, just copied
for 1v1 instead of 5v5. Graphics and the feel of the game are quite similar to Atlas Reactor, although everything is either a bit
lower quality (the graphics, the sounds, the characters), or a ton lower quality (customization). In addition, Atlas Reactor is for
free, and not pay to win (all characters and abilities available from the start). In parts, the game has stolen well: there are three
"races" you can play, which feel like human (weapons, mechs), protoss (technical, tech-enhancements), and zerg (bio, bio-
enhancements). It's a fun mechanic, and works well. There are 3 tiers of units (heroes, strong units, weak units), which adds
quite a bit of strategy to the game. Some units are really well made, and there are some pretty unique features and abilities in the
game. This is the most positive aspect of it. Unfortunately, the game freezes regularly, there are nearly no opponents to play
against, the tutorial is only 2 minutes, there is no proper mode where you play against bots (only a sandbox mode, but that takes
ages to set up and is not the same). There are nearly no customizations (cool skins, items, achievements, fun stuff like in Atlas
Reactor or Overwatch or other games). I regret buying the full game, because it has a pretty strong beta feel to it.

Release date 21 feb 2019 announced! : Hi Everyone! We are super excited to announce the release date for BATALJ; 21st of
February! We would be really happy if you added BATALJ to your wishlist! /Fall Damage team. The BATALJ Closed Beta is a-
go! : Hi all! While the full BATALJ game is not yet ready for release, there is a Closed Beta active. We appreciate all opinions
and feedback you provide. A lot of things have already been highlighted by players, ranging from support for less common
hardware, to places where the game UI can be improved, as well as individual unit balance. If you are interested in participating,
here are several ways that you can get hold of keys for the Beta: Sign up for the newsletter at and wait a while Get the Yogscast
Jingle Jam bundle, it includes two Beta keys Check out the Share Beta Keys sub-forum here, perhaps another player has a key to
spare? You can get in touch with the developers via these forums, Discord [www.playbatalj.com] and Reddit
[www.playbatalj.com] .
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